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Abstract

We give a smaller example of a graph, with 63 vertices, which shows that,
planar graphs are not necessarily 4-choosable. This was conjectured in 1979

by P. Erdös, A. L. Rubin, and H. Taylor. The eariier exa,mple by Margit Voigt
given in 1993 has 238 vertices. Our example also shorn's that there exists 3-

colorable planar graph which is not 4-choosable, a counberexample to a clairn
made by T. Jensen.

A list coloring of a graph G is an assignment of colors to the vertices such that
adjacent vertices receive distinct colors and such that each veltex u receives a color'
froin a prescribed list I(u) of c,rlors. A graph G is k-choosable if such a cololing
always exists provided that each tr(u) has k colors.

In 1979 Erdös, et al. [2] conjectured that every planal grap]r is 5-choosable, but
not necessarily 4-choosable. Recently, Voigt [6] gave an example of a planar glaph
lviih 238 vertices which is not 4-choosable and Thomassen [4] proved that every
planar graph is 5-choosable. In [6] the question was raised r,vhethel that graph is

the snailest example or not. In tire foilowing first, we give an example of a gr:apir
wiih 69 vertices, rvhich can easil;t be checked that is not 4-choosabie.

Proposition. Let H be the followitzg gra'ph with the list of colors giuen irr" Fignre 1.

Th,en H, does not h,aue a list coloring with the gi,aen list of colors.



Figure 1

Proof. First we note that lV(H)l : 17, and the "innerl' vertices have a list of 4

colors each, and the list of "outer" vertices have 3 colors each. The graph 11 cioes

not have a list coloring with the given list of colors. There are 5 squares in -fl r'vith

horizontalanclverticalsicles. Weclenotetiremby?, R,B,I,ancl C',for top,right,
bottom, left, ancl center squares respectively. Since the color of inner vel'tex in each

of these squares is either I,2,3,or 4, thereforein any list coloring with the given list

of colors, Lach of these squares has the property that at least two opposite vertices

in tlre corners receive the same color' we call this propertv as Property P' we clairr

that in any list coloring of H, in square C, either the colori of the upper right ver:tex

(URVC) is 1 or the color of the ppper left vertex (ULVC) is 2. For, suppose in

.orrtr.ry, neither the color of (URVC) is 1 nor the color of (uLVc) is 2; then we

H:: lö: ifJi"r",. of (uRVc) i, Bi, trren using properry p in r, the colo' of (LrLVCr)

must also be 3, which is impossible. \/
Case (ii). The color of (URVC) ir 4,then using Property P in C, the color of (tiLVC)

must be 4, which is also impossible. /
If in C the color of (URVC) is 1, tfen using Property P in square -R, the color of the

iower. right vertex in C must be 2; thus by using Property P in square B the colol

of the lorver left vertex in C must be 3. This by using Property P in -L, results that

the color of the lpper left vertex iin C 1UI,VC) is 4, which is inconsisterrt rvith the

property p of C. if in C the colQr of (ULVC) is 2, similar to the above argument,
trit leacls to a contradiciion.e,/ 

i

Now let Hr, Hz,lI3, and Hnbtg 4 disjoint copies of -H, such that the color 4+i,
i : 1,2,,2,4 is adcled to the list of each outer vertex in iY;; i.e. the vertices rvhose

lists have 3 colors so far'. Now, wq aclcl a new vertex u with list of colors {5, 6' 7, 8}

a*cl ioin it to all of the oute-r- ver{ices in each /{,. The resulting grap}r is obviouslv



planar and not 4-choosable.

One can make this example even smaller-, to a glaph with 63 vertices, by making

6 ver.tices of 14's overlap each other. See the following fi.gure:
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The following is an open problem statecl in [3], (open problem 2'13 page 46), also

see [5].
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E Is e'uery 3-colorable 'plunar graplz 4-ch'oosatle?

Our example shor.vs that the ans\,ver is negative.

This graph is also a countetexample for Research Problem nurnber 172 in [1],
which is to prove or disprove, 

_tLn-(G) s h(G),

lbl every graph G; where #(G) is the choice nu'mber of G, defined as

#(G): min{k I G is k-choosable},

and lr,(G), the Hadwiger number of G, is ihe maximum number of vertices of a

complete graph to which G can be contlacted.

I wish to thank S. Akbari, who introduced the problem anci he is the one wh<l

mentionecl that it is a counterexample to the problem irr [3]. I also thank Roya
Beheshti, who made my eariier example of 81 vertices smanler to the albove example
with 69 vertices. And my thank goes to Roya Beheshti, M. Mahdian, and NL R.

Salavatipour, all from the Iranian Mathematics and Informatics Oiympiad teans,
who independentiy, reduced the earlier examples to tl:e one with 63 vertices.
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